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9:45 Reflection 1: Authentic Love-REVEALED Brief Overview of St. John Paul’s Theology of 
the Body (TOB); God Reveals His Inner Mystery of Love, where we belong. The BODY matters; 
Connecting the Dots of my Past to God’s Gift of Self; my own experiences point to God’s care of 
me and of my loved ones. The Veil. 
10:35 Holy Moments—Journal/Prayer/Short Discussion: Holy Moment Reflection: Think of at 
least one experience (4 total) in your life’s journey from each of the Mysteries of the Rosary. 
Joyful Mystery (a really happy moment growing up). Luminous Mystery (a deep 
discovery/conversion transfiguring your life). Sorrowful Mystery (a painful time—physically, 
emotionally, spiritually— in your life). Glorious Mystery (wondrous time; experiencing the 
“Easter Effect” of Christ’s Resurrection in your life). Either journal or share only one with those 
near you (please include those who came alone). 
10:50 Reflection 2: Authentic Love-RECEIVED The importance of receiving Love—Practicing 
the Sacrament of the Present Moment; being open to God’s movement in daily events and in 
prayer. A deepening understanding of TOB. Seeing into the Veil of others. 
11:30 Holy Moments— Journal/Prayer/Short Discussion: Holy Moment Reflection: “How 
have I or can I put on ‘sunglasses of faith’ to see God’s movement in daily life? What is one 
thing I can do concretely to be sensitive to God’s personal gifts in my life? Do I see God as a 
Gift-giver or as a tyrant?” 
11:45  Lunch break 
12:30 Reflection 3: Authentic Love-RECIPROCATED The inner heart and bodily actions: 
holiness; moment-by-moment decisions to love virtuously.  
1:20 Holy Moments—Journal/Prayer/Short Discussion: Holy Moment Reflection: “What 
struck me about St. John Paul’s definition of holiness? What is one concrete thing I can do to 
maintain the union of body and heart?” Seeing beyond the Veil of my heart. 
1:30 Bathroom break 
1:40 Panel Discussion: Made for More Monica Ashour kicks off the topic with a TOB 
response to sensitive topics. Then, that will be followed up by questions from the audience.  
2:40 Reflection 4: Authentic Love-PARTICIPATED  
The Mass as Unveiling; The most important words of the universe. The Center of Christianity. 
What does worship of God mean? Our final goal. Made for more: The glory of God is for us to 
be fully alive!! Living beyond the Ultimate Veil.  
3:05 Holy Moments—Plenary Sharing: “What struck me from today? What is my ‘take-away’? 
How can I own being cherished by God? How am I ‘made for more’”? How does a TOB 
understanding of life help me to live my mission/vocation more radically?” 


